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PARTS LIST:  BK103

1 ea. - BK103 Standard
               Wheel Chock

1 ea. - Mounting Plate

4 ea. - 3/8” x 2 ½“ 
            Carriage Bolt

2 ea. -  3/8” x 3/4”  
             Hex Head Bolt

2 ea. -  3/8” Lock Washer 

2 ea. -  3/8” Nuts

4 ea. - 3/8” x 1 ½” 
             Large Washer

4 ea.- 3/8” Lock-Washer

4 ea. - 3/8” Nut
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BK103 - Instruction Sheet
1.) Determine the location in your trailer you want to mount the BK100-1
      Mounting Plate for the BK103 Wheel Chock. 
      Here are some notes to consider:
 - Distance from sidewall of trailer: allow for the handlebars of the 
            motorcycle to be 2” from the side of the trailer. This assumes that you
    want to have more than one motorcycle in the trailer, or you want 
    the motorcycle to be to the “far left” or “far right” side of the trailer,
    giving you more space to load misc. items. 
      Determining where to mount the BK100-1 Mounting Plate for the 
      BK103 Wheel Chock has many variables:
 - Left/Right side, or middle of trailer floor. Determine how many 
            motorcycles and/or gear you will be consistently hauling.
 - Far enough forward so that the trailer door will close without hitting
    the motorcycle rear tire.
 - Mount so that the motorcycle is centered over the axle.
 - Observe both the inside and underside of your trailer to ensure that
    nothing will be hit when drilling four- 3/8” holes in the floor in order
             to mount the four carriage bolts supplied with the BK103 Chock.

2.) Once you have determined the best placement for the Mounting Plate,
      make sure the plate is “square”- by measuring multiple distances from 
      plate to front/back of your trailer as well as from plate to each sidewall.

3.) Lay Mounting Plate in proper location and mark the center point of each
      square hole of the mounting plate onto the trailer floor. This is where you
      will drill the 3/8” holes for the provided 3/8” x 2 ½” Carriage Bolts that will
      be inserted to secure the mounting plate to the trailer floor.

4.) Drill the four mounting holes in trailer floor.


